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Abstract 
Music technology is one of the vital tools in the maintenance of and identification 

of a nation`s culture. The maintenance of knowledge impedes technological 

development of a nation. Technology being the scientific knowledge used in 

designing new things should be embraced so that music as a subject can benefit 

from it. The benefit will include the advancement in the construction and 

designing of musical instruments for use in society and also, music producers can 

have access to them for music production. It will enhance both formal and 

informal music teaching and learning. Music technology will to project the 

nation`s image, its identity and continuity of the culture for which it represents. 
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Introduction  

Technology is defined by most scholars as the scientific knowledge used in designing new 

things. The Oxford Advanced Learner`s Dictionary`s view is that there is a scientific 

knowledge used in designing new things for practical use. Science and technology is 

derived from the effort made by scientists through their study, understanding and control 

of the natural environment. The failure of scientific enquiry Rodney (1972) says “is 

associated with technological advance which is also closely related to the process of 

production. According to him, if there should be a proper technological design which is 

likely to lead to inventiveness and innovation there will be the assurance of the elimination 

of technological arrest or stagnation. Nations that lack technological advance continue to 

enjoy technology of other nations to the disadvantage of their own growth. 
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Technology and Culture 

Through music as an art form, the original raw materials of a people are retained. This 

helps to clearly express cultural identity. Izevbaye`s (2006) feels social change and the 

introduction of technology have brought about development or even evolution of the 

medium with significant consequences for the form through formal or structural 

development which has no aesthetic claims of individual works of art to represent both 

“creative-passion”  and culture  

 

Umukoro (2009) observes Fafunwa`s assertion that “modern science and technology is an 

integral part of a universal culture” and that “any country that ignores this fact does so at 

its own peril” (21). Although a country`s technological advancement results in the 

production of cars, the plane among other things, music technology which is an integral 

part of culture of every nation will go to a large extent to bring about a proper identification 

of a nation. If music materials are produced by the people concerned, I will guarantee and 

ensure continuous use of such materials. 

 

The introduction of the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) otherwise known as the brain box 

of modern cars, `is the power house that controls all the events that go on in a vehicle` 

Idemudia (2009) reports of sensors embedded into the electronic system of cars for various 

performances and send reports to the brain box here it is registered as codes for the 

identification of and direction of problems in automobiles. Solutions are easily solved 

when problems are identified. In  the same manner, the `launcher – a computer device 

used to diagnose a fault with an instrument can be put in musical instruments such as 

keyboards and electronic guitars, electric violin, microphones, amplifiers among others 

can be developed to  code and give direction to which part of such instruments that need 

repairs this will also correct to some extent manufacturing deficiencies constructing 

musical instruments. 

 

Music Technology in the Classroom 

Professionally, music teachers` sense of development and personal growth in computer 

Nwamara (2006) says provide them with tools for the development of skills and 

knowledge. Wilson`s support of knowledge is that there is a keyboard with hidden sensors 

that wars users when it is dirty. Such keyboards can be used in the classrooms to help 

develop maintenance culture. Such hidden sensors can also be developed for other 

instruments for the same purpose. In so doing, the traditional way of dipping mouth pieces 

or rubbing swabs dipped in Dettol or other solutions capable of eliminating bacterial 

growth on instruments will no more be needed. 
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Musical instruments especially those in Africa have continued to suffer stagnation in their 

production process. They have remained the same way they looked during the Stone Age 

period. There has not been any change or any development on these instruments just like 

some traditional yam farmer`s hoe has not seen any appreciable technological 

development till date. We as musicians can challenge the ingenuity of our indigenous 

technologists like the blacksmiths to come out with something unique musically instead of 

them producing only farming tools like cutlasses and hoes, mouse traps, cutlery and 

crockery and weapons, iron bells which are also underutilized. 

 

The blacksmith continues to produce the iron bell (agago) in the same shape, sizes, sound 

and usage though they perform a major function in our ensembles. The drum maker 

continues to make use of knife, cutlass and axe in building and designing of his drum, 

designers of wind instruments like the algaita make us of the same length, mouth piece; 

players of these instruments continue to make use of the same playing techniques and is 

played by the same group of people. For how long can these instruments and their users 

continue to suffer stagnation? Technologically, the production process of some of these 

musical instruments can be developed to serve the purpose of the society better. Stagnation 

in the production process and the abandonment of traditional iron smelting in most parts 

of Africa Rodney (1972) says is an important instance of technological regression. We may 

attribute reasons for stagnation in the production of indigenous musical instruments to 

capitalist movement which Rodney (1972:126) feels “has discouraged technological 

evolution in Africa and blocked Africa`s access to its own technology” African music and 

musicians alike will continue to have technological arrest or stagnation if Africans continue 

`on the same small hand-worked instruments to create styles and pieces for localized 

markets` 

 

Technologically, proper use of developed musical instruments in schools will enhance 

teaching and learning of both music theory and practical’s. Students will acquire musical 

skills that will bring about self -sufficiency, efficiency and financial independence in the 

society. It will aid careers in music. If people have jobs doing and have job satisfaction, 

there will be reduction of certain social vices. 

 

Youths within the age bracket of 13 and 20 can be said to learn faster and achieve greater 

results. And so if students in this age bracket are exposed to the make and use of some of 

these instruments early they will acquire skills which will be beneficial to them and 

encourage societal development. 
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People need to be challenged into creativity and designing of new things especially 

musical instruments, by themselves from intuition. By so doing, they will stand the chance 

of empowering others in doing same. This will further lead to financial freedom and 

stability in a nation`s economy.  

Just as analog computers were invented in 1911 and 1916 respectively to make automatic 

correction and plot both warships and their target speed have metamorphosed into digital 

computers and electronic devices, the metronome – `a device that produces an audible 

click or other sound at a regular interval that can be set by the user, typically in beats per 

minute` (BPM) (Wikipeadia, 2021), or that regulates music beats at adjustable speed was 

also invented in 1696 by Loulie to indicate the exact tempo of a composition. 

 

Computer Technology and Music 

Different kinds of computers both analog and digital have been invented and developed. 

These come along with their soft wares as well as keyboards to allow easy operation. Such 

soft wares and keyboards include those of music. The introduction of music soft wares 

such as finale, syberius, cake walk, fruity loop, play music, risen, sona, acidpro among 

others have helped with constant training of musicians with the update of the dynamic 

nature of the world today. With the use of soft wares, there is an easy way of storing, 

organizing and automatic interpretation as well as easy retrieval of what has been 

transmitted musically into the computer. 

 

Knowledge of computer software should become part of the music programme in tertiary 

institutions so that there will be the need for people to be trained to be able to use such soft 

wares for research and other musical purposes. People must be able to invent and develop 

new computers and their soft wares that will suit contemporary times in terms of their 

application. 

 

The Importance of Music technology to National Development 

Juwe (2008) approach to learning technologies to boost education in Africa is to provide 

an international showcase of practical, effective and innovative approaches to modern day 

delivery of education, training and lifelong learning. He emphasised that, the importance 

of the internet connectivity and equipment availability remains a central issue in Africa. A 

nation can only stand if  it is able to solve related problems to “pedagogy, content, quality, 

assurance and standards as well as the training of teachers (including music teachers), 

continuous development, organizational change and transformation of education” (35). 

Lack of qualitative education and the necessary investment capacity will bring about little 

or no progress in the area of new learning technologies in music. Music as an art and 
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science need to be encouraged in the classroom so that hidden inherent musical qualities 

in people will be developed. People tend to shy away from doing new things because of 

what Umukoro (2009:20) terms “beliefs in the supernatural” which impacts negative 

scientific development. 

 

Belief systems in the supernatural should be altered in order to encourage the development 

of music as an art and science culture in people. It is only when we are developed in art 

and science that we will be able to produce our own music materials and musical 

instruments in a technological way. We must be able to develop and guarantee the 

continuous use of these music materials so that unlike the griots of Senegambia of Africa 

who are considered as libraries etc, but whose positions can easily go into extinction, since 

their demise is equated to libraries burnt to the ground (Haley 2009), they will be preserved 

for generations unborn or even eternity. 

 

Technologically, diligent people `can use resourcefulness and initiative to make an honest 

living. This is true of the biking knife sharpener of Tanzania who in advertising his trade 

with music modifies his ordinary bicycle to mount a reinforced luggage carrier to allow 

him fix a musical gadget. Music technologist can develop something in this direction tom 

boost advertising. 

 

Udoh (2008) says the role technology plays in relation to people is complimentary. 

According to him, the extent to which technology will serve a purpose depends on the 

people with the most effective technological solutions. Nwodu (2007) quoting Gandy 

(1989:89) says “the marriage of computer and telecommunication serve as the material 

force of the consistent technology of communication” in which music is a part. He states 

further that, modern managers, heads of department, businessmen and women and 

musicians among others no longer think of the agony of long distant travels as they can sit 

in the comfort of their offices and participate actively in international conferences-cum-

meetings via satellite broadcast video all in the name of technology. 

 

On the part of voice production Mgbejume`s (1985) informs us that the limitation of certain 

echo devise otherwise known as `electronic sound booster` for amplification of voices has 

given way to sound booster devices such as microphones, amplifiers and loud speakers. 

These devices have been technologically developed to give clarity to our voices over a long 

distance instead of cracking our voices to achieve clarity. 
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Disadvantages of Technology on Music 

Just as the advent of more sophisticated automobiles being lunched every day for road 

side mechanics to lose their jobs, the invention of new musical instruments has also made 

away with the purchase and use of indigenous musical instruments. Blacksmiths who use 

to design these instruments no longer get patronage. Musicians no longer employ the 

services of the in producing their music in the studios. Instead these soft wares are used to 

record, do the mixing of voices and instruments and other things. New equipment’s are 

used to produce copies instantly for the market without the help of producers. Studios are 

now on the decline as one can sit in his house to wax records. 

 

Conclusion 

If we are to borrow and improve technological ideas, it will help us in the training of future 

generation which include the children and youth. “trailing behind others” Rodney 

(1972:122) says will hold back the development of our musical instruments especially. 

Technological stagnation has resulted in a setback in the development and improvement 

in the quality of our musical instruments and notation of our own (Africa). 

 

Capitalism being the economic system by which some individuals benefit from the 

expense of the masses has always discouraged technological evolution and blocked a 

nation`s access to its own technology. There must be a speedy and radical technological 

change to avoid a set back and stagnation in the production of music and musical 

instruments especially in Africa where urbanity is fast moving the youth away from their 

traditional roots musically. 

 

The youths need to be empowered technologically in music at the early age so that the 

growing child will be able to discover his or her inborn musical talent and acquire the skill 

for music technological development. By so doing, they will contribute positively to the 

nation`s technological advancement ideas. 
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